
Photonastic Movement of Polymer Nanofibrous Mats

Introduction
Photonastic (movement in response to light) materials have many properties of 
interest towards many applications ranging from biomedical implants to light driven 
actuators. The goal of targeted, predicted on-demand mechanical movement in 
bulk polymer materials has proven to be a challenge with only a handful of exam-
ples found in the literature. Within the literature reports exist extensive studies on 
the use of photo-induced linkage isomerization (e.g., azo, spiro, diarylethene, com-
pounds) as the actuator for mechanical motion.
 

Our interest is in the role of heat in photonastic materials. Our interest is in the role of heat in photonastic materials. We sought to investigate 
the role of heat by dissolving select chromophores in polymer solutions, and then 
irradiating materials formed from these solutions. The chromophores were not 
isomerizing and only display radiative and non-radiative decay to the ground state. 
The result of non-radiative decay is a temperature increase of the material which is 
reponsible for changing storage and stress modulus. If the changes in modulus is 
directed in such a way to form a bilayer (or gradient) within the sample, this 
causes the sample to bend – this bending can be explained using a cantilever bicauses the sample to bend – this bending can be explained using a cantilever bi-
layer model. In order to show the significant difference in the direction of heat 
transfer between two different morphologies, solvent dropcasted films and electro-
spun nanofibrous mats were prepared.

Electrospun polymer samples with chromophores exhibited photonastic move-
ments when irradiated with laser light. With the absence of chromophores in the 
sample, the polymer fibers were not generating enough heat for bending the mate-
rial. In order to show the significance in photonastic bending, the nanofibrous mat 
samples, including pure polymer fibers with no dye, were also bent using a thermal 
source using a nichrome wire. 

Cantilever Bilayer

Recently developed method for nanofibrous mats - anisotropic material
 

The cylindrical fibers make up the fiber sheets which is placed on top of an-
other
 

The orientation of fibers or shape of the sample can be modified by using 
ee

different grounds: rotating wire, free standing metal sheet, etc.  

Electrospinning

Irradiation with light produces thermal bilayer (or gradient)
  

Bending is caused by the balance of stress between multiple polymer layers
 

Mechanical and thermal effects are coupled

Widely used casting method for making thin films - isotropic material
 

The organic solvent gets evaporated and gets dropped out from the poly-
mer-dye solution 
 

Depending on the rate of solvent evaporation, the film can have different 
amounts of stress in the material

Solvent Dropcasting
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Materials

Polymer Bending Experiment

SEM Images - Nanofibrous Mats/Films

After recording the polymer bending 
videos with each sample, the dot at 
the end of the polymer sample was 
used for tracking for data analysis.

Pure PLA Nanofibrous Mats PLA-TPP Nanofibrous Mats
 Dropcasted Films

Nanofibrous mat samples show anisotropic distribution of polymer fibers whereas the 
dropcasted film SEM image shows consistancy in polymer material. Anisotropic distribu-
tion of fibers cause heat energy to travel slower in distal direction which results in thermal 
bilayer (or gradient)
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Chromophores, such as Rhodamine 6G, in polymer sample act as molecular heater. The 
more chromophores the polymer sample contains, it requires less amount of light energy for 
the sample to start to bend (shown on the right figure). 

Dropcasted Thin films (PCL with 8mg Rhod. irradiated with high power, 57mw)

No photonastic movement is observ-
ed. When the sample was too thin, 
irradiation caused the film sample to
melt. 

Angular Displacement result of Electrospun Nanofibrous Mats (47mw)

Additional Results - Thermal Bending and Dynamic Modulus Data 

Thermal Bending Data shows nanofibrous mat sample bending is almost identical as the 
laser bending data. The biggest difference is the pure PCL/PLA mats - no movement is ob-
served with laser bending however with thermal source pure PCL/PLA samples bend just as 
polymer mats with chromophores. This result strongly suggest that chromophores are the 
main source of heat in nanofibrous mats not the laser itself. 

Conclusions
General interest in polymeric material with photomechanical properties is growing very rap-
idly in many different fields (materials sciene, polymer chemistry, bioimaging, etc.). In this 
study, we discovered that controlled morphology by electrospinning and non-radiative heat 
generation can result in photonastic movement in polymers. We observed in two polymer 
systems with different Tg and melting points that directing thermal transport in longitudinal 
direction while limiting thermal transport in a distal direction from irradiated plane will result 
in a thermal gradient. The thermal gradient at a critical temperature creates two separate 
layers from the once homogenous starting material similar to a mechanical bilayer which relayers from the once homogenous starting material similar to a mechanical bilayer which re-
sults in photonastic movement.

We feel that this is an important advance in the design, synthesis and fabrication of future 
photonastic material studies to identify new actuators and polymer systems. 
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